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Parental

Favoritism

toward

Daughters

more in theoffspring
ofone sex than the
Why do theparentsofsomeculturesinvest
an evolutionaryexplanation
other?A case studyof theKenyanMukogodo offers

Lee Cronk
birthofa healthychildisgreeted
The with great fanfare in almost every
part of theworld. But not every birth
inspires a celebration. Inmany cultures,
the birth of a girl ismerely shrugged
off by a couple hoping to produce a
son. In others, the favoritism toward
boys is so strong that parents may re?
sort to infanticide, refusing to invest en?
ergy and affection in a daughter. The
question this behavior raises has al?
ways been an intriguing one for an?
parents
thropologists. Why would
show such strong bias toward children
of one sex?
there have been many
Although
studies of cultures that favor boy chil?
of sex-biased
dren, the question
parental favoritism arose in a different
way, and unexpectedly, inmy own re?
search a few years ago. My wife and I
had been studying cultural change
among theMukogodo people of central
had re?
Kenya. Because theMukogodo
shifted
from
and
cently
hunting
gather?
ing to sheep and goat herding, the peo?
ple had experienced a drastic change in
their life-style. It seemed tobe a perfect
opportunity to study the adaptive re?
sponses of a small society during a
rapid economic transition.
While we were conducting a census
of the population, however, we discov?
ered a curious statistic: A survey of
births in the previous year
Mukogodo
Lee Cronk is assistant professor of anthropology at
Texas A&M University. He received his Ph.D. in
anthropology in 1989 fromNorthwestern
University. He has received a Fulbright grant to
spend this summer continuing his research among

the
Mukogodo, where he will be looking in detail at
the effectsof variations in parental behavior on chil?

dren's health, nutritional status and development.
Address: Department ofAnthropology, Texas A&M
University, College Station, TX 77843-4352.
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showed that 32 girls had been born, but might modify the sex ratios of their off?
spring is to invest different amounts of
only 13 boys! Intriguingly, the biased
sex ratio persisted for children under
energy in activities thatpromote an off?
survival.
four years of age. As of 1986 therewere
spring's
At firstglance, favoring or neglect?
98 girls and only 66 boys less than five
most cultures
years old. Whereas
ing some offspringwould seem to be a
around theworld have roughly equal
nonadaptive response. Shouldn't a par?
or slightly male-biased
entwant to produce as many offspring
childhood sex
ratios, theMukogodo had veered in the as possible, of either sex? As with so
many important issues in evolutionary
opposite direction in a very big way.
Could parental favoritism account for theory,Charles Darwin was the first to
theMukogodo's
lopsided sex ratios? If attempt an explanation of sex-biased
so,why did they favor girls?
parental investment and the closely re?
lated problem of offspring sex ratios. In
The anomalous sex ratio of theMuko?
a
course
that
of
research
this
case, however, Darwin soon decid?
godo instigated
I have pursued to thepresent day. In the ed that "the whole problem is so intri?
course ofmy investigation, I discovered
cate that it is safer to leave its solution
that female-biased parental favoritism is for the future."
are known,
rare. A
The British biostatistician Sir Ronald
few instances
very
however, in such disparate countries as A. Fisher offered the first convincing
Pakistan, New Guinea, and theUnited
explanation of sex-biased parental in?
vestment. Fisher began with the obser?
States. In recent years these and other
cases of sex-biased parental investment vation thatbecause every individual in
have become the focus of a great deal of a sexually reproducing diploid (dupli?
cate chromosome) species gets half of
research, especially from an evolution?
its genetic material from its father and
ary point of view. There is in fact a body
half from itsmother, selection should
of evolutionary theory that offers a bio?
favor parents who invest equally in
logical explanation for the lopsided sex
even
sons and daughters. In this view a sin?
ratio among
the Mukogodo,
gle unit of investment in an individual
though the same explanation may not
of one sexwill have the same effecton a
hold true forother examples of unequal
treatment of daughters and sons in hu?
parent's fitness (measured in terms of
man society. The theory asks the ques?
grandchildren) as a unit invested in the
other sex. Ifdaughters and sons cost the
tion: Could
the tendency to favor
same to rear to adulthood (and provide
or
sons
in
circum?
daughters
particular
an equal payoff in terms of grandchil?
stances be the product of our species'
lead to equal
dren), then this would
history of natural selection?
numbers of sons and daughters.
On the other hand, ifdaughters and
Parental Investment
sons do not cost the same, selection
The mix of males and females among
should favor greater production of the
newborns in a sexually reproducing
cheaper sex so that the overall parental
population tends to be roughly 50-50.
investment in the sexes is equal. For ex?
There are species, however, that exhibit
different sex ratios, and evolutionary
ample, ifsons cost half as much to rear as
to
have
daughters, then the equilibrium sex ratio
explain
biologists
attempted
for the population would be two males
these differences. One way that parents

an unequal
amount of attention from their parents. Young girls appear
1. Among
theMukogodo
people of Kenya, girls and boys receive
Figure
to the author, Mukogodo
care and appear to be better nourished
than their male siblings. According
ceive greater medical
parents unknowingly
success
in their society. (Photograph
of women
to
the
because
of an adaptive
vide more care for their daughters
response
greater reproductive

to re?
pro?
cour?

tesyof theauthor.)

success is both more vari?
gies on their daughters in order to have
reproductive
themost grandchildren.
able than that of females and more like?
Evidence for the Trivers-Willard hy?
to
environmental
be
influenced
by
ly
was thin and easily criticized
of
the
conditions
pothesis
during
period
the 1980s, when a series of studies
until
investment.
When
conditions
parental
to confirm the hypothesis
are good, both male and female off?
seemed
was found
certain
are
to
benefit
among
species. It
likely
reproduc
spring
a large South American rodent, the
more because
that
males
benefit
but
This idea, called "Fisher's principle
tively,
of the sex ratio," assumes that all off? of their greater reproductive potential.
coypu or nutria, adjusted its offspring
are
sex ratio in a way that fitTrivers and
When
conditions
bad, both male
spring of all parents have essentially
In particular,
and female offspring are likely to suffer Willard's
the same reproductive prospects as oth?
predictions.
a fat,
are
conditions
ermembers of their sex. But what if the
good,
reproductively, but males usually suf? when
more.
aborts
female
Given those conditions, par?
coypu selectively
healthy
reproductive prospects vary among off? fer
female litters but keeps
ents who find themselves in good con?
same sex? This question
of
the
small,
mostly
spring
was posed by evolutionary biologist
dition while
small, mostly male litters. Since small
raising their offspring
a
to
their
favor
litters produce
Dan
do
best
would
Robert Trivers and mathematician
sons,
large offspring, and
more
im?
is
in
size
find
themselves
whereas
those
who
and
1973.
Trivers
Willard
in
Willard
probably
large body
portant formale reproductive success,
poor condition should focus their ener
pointed out that inmany species, male
for every female. Although an average
male would leave only half as many off?
spring as an average female,males also
cost only half as much to produce. So
one unit of investment in a male yields
the same number of grandchildren as
one unit of investment in a female.
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2.Mukogodo
that is inhabited by pastoralist Maasai-speaking
territory (red) is located in a region of central Kenya
peoples. The Mukogodo
a
to a sheep- and goat-herding
the
economy. In the process they have adopted
(right) have recently shifted from hunting and gathering subsistence
culture and language of theirMaasai-speaking
the hunter-gatherer
have
neighbors. Because
life-style is disparaged
by Maasai
society, theMukogodo
been relegated to the bottom of the social hierarchy in their newfound
culture. (Photograph
courtesy of the author.)
Figure

itbehooves
inmale

a
Figure 3. A Mukogodo
girl?here milking
family goat?will
ultimately provide more livestock
to her family in exchange for
for her parents when her prospective
husband
pays a bridewealth
the privilege of marrying her. In this respect, a daughter ismore valuable
than a son to a Muko?
godo

family. (Photograph
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than

the parents to investmore
in female

offspring.

Steven Austad ofHarvard Universi?
tyand Melvin Sunquist of theUniversi?
tyof Florida observed a similar pattern
when they experimented with the diets
of female opossums. They found that
female opossums receiving food sup?
plements produced about 40 percent
more male offspring than female off?
spring. In contrast, female opossums
thatwere maintained on a normal diet
produced equal numbers of male and
female offspring.
Some of the best evidence for the
Trivers-Willard effect among primates
comes from studies of spider monkeys.
Because male spider monkeys stay in
the social group inwhich they are born,
whereas female spider monkeys leave
theirnatal troops, the reproductive suc?
cess of a male is highly dependent on
his mother's rank in the social hierarchy.
Accordingly, low-ranking mothers pro?
duce all daughters, whereas high-rank?
ingmothers have a balanced sex ratio.

High-ranking spider monkey mothers
also put more effort into raising their
sons by carrying their sons for a longer
period than theirdaughters and by wait?
ing longer to get pregnant after thebirth
of a son than thebirth of a daughter.
Trivers and Willard suggested that
theirmodel might also be fruitfullyap?
plied to the human species, with so?
cioeconomic class replacing maternal
In human beings, as in
conditions.
in
many other species, the variance
male reproductive success is typically
greater than that of females. The repro?
ductive success of a male is usually
more affected by socioeconomic status
than is the reproductive success of a fe?
male. This is especially true in societies
where men are able to have more than
one wife and where theymust pay a
bridewealth to thewife's family in or?
der tomarry. These conditions serve to
enhance
the advantages
of being
and
wealthy, powerful
prestigious.

100

Mumonyot

Digirri

(measured
Figure 4. Relative wealth
their neighbors
finds theMukogodo
economic

status, Mukogodo

men

in numbers
at the bottom

have

difficulty

tlng'wesi

Mukogodo

of goats and sheep) of the Mukogodo
and
of their
of an economic hierarchy. Because
accumulating

the bridewealth

necessary

to

The Mukogodo
arrange a marriage.
are neither wealthy,
The Mukogodo
ate Dorobo with all manner of negative
also carry a stigma
The Mukogodo
powerful nor prestigious. Until the ear?
self?
characteristics?cowardice,
envy,
ly part of this century they were for? due to their history of hunting and
ishness?and even with theirversion of
agers and beekeepers, living in caves
gathering, an activity that theMaasai
within the forest that bears their name.
and other local groups consider appro?
the original fall from grace. In their
not
wild
for
civilized
is said to have
One British colonial settler described
animals,
priate
mythology, a Dorobo
shot an arrow that severed a cord by
tribe living in people. Maasai-speakers
refer to the
them as "a miserable
as il-torrobo (anglicized as which God had been sending cattle
clefts in the rocks and subsisting on Mukogodo
wild yams and honey and the chase."
which
translates roughly as
from heaven to earth. The fact that the
Dorobo),
once spoke a different,now
scum."
associ
Within a few years, however, the
Mukogodo
Maasai-speakers
"poor
Mukogodo
acquired cattle, sheep and
as bridewealth when
goats?mostly
their daughters married men from
neighboring herding groups. These
groups?the Mumonyot, Ilng'wesi, Di
the same
girri and Samburu?speak
a
to
and
have
culture
similar
language
the better-known Maasai
of southern
The
Kenya and northern Tanzania.
out
moved
of
their
caves,
Mukogodo
which were inconvenient formaintain?
the lan?
ing livestock, and adopted
guage and most of the other customs of
theirneighbors.
One result of the change was to put
theMukogodo firmly at the bottom of a
regional hierarchy of wealth, prestige
and, ultimately, marital and reproduc?
tive opportunities. A livestock census
conducted by the British in the early
status may predict sex biases in parental investment, according to a mod?
Figure 5. Socioeconomic
1930s clearly shows that theMukogodo
in the early 1970s. Male
Robert
Trivers and Dan Willard
el first proposed
by
offspring (blue
were the poorest people in the area at
success than female offspring (yellow) when
their par?
green) typically have greater reproductive
that time.A recent survey (in the 1980s)
are typically more
status.
ents have high socioeconomic
In contrast,
female offspring
of the most economically
status.
their parents have low socioeconomic
successful than male offspring when
important
reproductively
stock (goats and sheep) shows that the The Trivers-Willard model predicts that parents will favor the sex of offspring with the best re?
are still on the bottom rung
are pre?
who are at the bottom of a socioeconomic
productive prospects. The Mukogodo,
hierarchy,
Mukogodo
dicted to favor daughters over sons.
of the socioeconomic ladder.
1993 May-June
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nearly extinct language makes them
even more alien and suspect to their
neighbors. Many of theMaasai-speak?
ers falsely believe that theMukogodo
secretly speak their old language in pri?
vate, mysterious

ceremonies.

For Mukogodo men the consequence
of their sodoeconornic status is simple: It
isharder for them to findwives than it is
for other men in the area. Their lack of
livestock means they do not have the
bridewealth needed to pay for a wife,
and the stigma attached to theirDorobo
statusmeans that thewomen of theother
ethnic groups do not find them desirable.
The situation is exacerbated because
men must pay a higher
Mukogodo
bridewealth when theymarry women
fromother groups in comparison tomen
from other groups who marry Mukogo?
do women. This may be due to the diffi?
cult bargaining position of theMukogo?
do and the taintof theirDorobo label.
in theMukogodo
Women
area, in
contrast, are always in short supply
since men can have as many wives as
they can afford.As a result,Mukogodo
women
all find husbands?often
their
wealthier, higher-status
among
their Dorobo ori?
neighbors?despite
gins. In the end, the average Mukogodo
woman has more children than the av?
erage Mukogodo man.
Favored Daughter
The Mukogodo
situation clearly fits the
set
preconditions
by Trivers and Willard
for sex-biased parental investment. But
what is it that theMukogodo do, ifany?
thing,

to

produce

such

a

female-biased

sex ratio among their children?
Given the imbalance in births during
the year of our fieldwork, itwould be
tempting to say that something physio?
logical is taking place. Perhaps there are
more female conceptions or more male
miscarriages than normal. Unfortunate?
ly, the data to test this idea are simply
not available (partly because theMuko?
godo women are reluctant to talk about
the details of reproduction). The data
we do have suggests that the sex ratio
numberof
bride
groom
at birth is just about normal, with
marriages
than females at
slightly more males
birth. (The sex ratio of births during
Figure 6. Inter-ethnic marriages occur most often
between aMukogodo
bride and a non-Mukogo
1986may be a statistical anomaly.)
men marry
do groom. In contrast, Mukogodo
That leaves the time after the babies
women much
less frequently.
non-Mukogodo
are born. One possibility, seen inmany
The highest proportion ofmarriages consists of a
other parts of theworld, is infanticide:
bride and groom. Ultimately, it is eas?
Mukogodo
mothers could be killing
woman
ier for aMukogodo
tomarry than it is for Mukogodo
their sons. But there is no evidence of
a
man
a
the
because
bridewealth
for
Mukogodo
this. The Mukogodo
have no tradition
woman
is relatively low, and Muko?
Mukogodo
men
of
not admit having
have
do
the
livestock
infanticide,
godo
difficulty
acquiring
they
and
is no physical ev
there
it,
required tomarry awoman of higher status.
practiced
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Mukogodomale

-

Mukogodo female

Figure 7. Fertilityof the averageMukogodo

woman

is greater than that of the av?
man
(blue-green). The greater
success
women
of Mukogodo

(yellow)

erage Mukogodo

reproductive
means
thatMukogodo

parents

can produce

a

greaternumber of grandchildrenby having

more

daughters

than sons.

idence of it.Mukogodo parents are also
not overtly abusive of their children,
and corporal punishment is rare.
It ismore likely that their sons are
dying at a higher rate than normal be?
cause of a broad
tendency to favor
over
sons.
The best evidence
daughters
for this comes from the records of
health facilities run by a local Roman
Catholic mission. Mukogodo
parents
show a clear and statistically significant
tendency to take their daughters more
often than their sons for treatment at a
dispensary. Mukogodo parents also en?
roll their daughters more frequently in
themission's monthly traveling baby
clinic, which provides mothers with
some food and child-care lessons.
In contrast, the non-Mukogodo peo?
ple in the region show no bias toward
sons or
daughters when they take them
to the dispensary or clinic. Since the
Mukogodo and theirneighbors share the
same views about children and childrear
ing, it seems unlikely that theMukogo

do's female bias could be due to a belief
that girls are more sickly than boys.
For theMukogodo,
taking a child to
the dispensary or the clinic is a major
investment. The dispensary
charges a
fee of five Kenyan shillings (equivalent
to 30 U.S. cents in 1986) for every visit.
The fee is intended to discourage frivo?
lous visits, but in combination with the
time it takes to travel to the dispensary
(fromhalf a day to threedays) itamounts
to a substantial bother and expense to

^^^^^^^^^^^^

take a child to see the doctor. The clinic
is also relatively expensive, charging a
fee of 22 Kenyan
shillings
monthly
(about $1.38), and requires nearly a full
day of travel.
mothers
also tend to
Mukogodo
breastfeed their daughters longer than
their sons. In one instance a two-and-one
was still being nursed.
half-year-old girl
84
percent of all girls, but only 70
Nearly
of
all boys less than two-and-one
percent
half years old were being nursed.

*>^^^^

standards of
Although Mukogodo
child-care are different from our own,
therewere three clear cases of child ne?
glect, all of which involved boys. One
for
little boy was made miserable
months by a chronic eye infection be?
cause his mother refused to take him to
the dispensary. Another infant boy was
listless and
visibly underdeveloped,
whereas
his
older sis?
easily frightened,
terwas bright, healthy and well fed. A
the boy's
had diagnosed
physician

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

aremorelikelythangirls(left)
tobe neglected
8.Mukogodoboys(right)
parents. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
bytheir
Figure
sons
a
take
their
and
less
than
to
take
their
often
medical
clinic
daughters,
they
Mukogodoparents
a sonfora shorter
As a ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
aMukogodo
breastfeeds
mothertypically
periodoftimethana daughter.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
aremoreundernourished
andsickly
there
result,
young
Mukogodoboysthan
girls.(Photographs
^^^^J^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^fl
H^^H^^IHHIH^^^^^HHH^H
oftheauthor.)
courtesy
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problem as malnutrition. In the third in?
stance, a five-year-old boy had a large,
festeringwound behind one ear for the
entire year we were among theMuko
godo because his parents refused to
treatment. (Al?
take him formedical
we
to
tried
bandage thewound
though
several times, itdid not heal until itwas
treated by a health worker from the
Catholic mission who was passing
through the village.)
Other Societies
Inmy perusal of the Uterature, I have
discovered the existence of other soci?
eties inwhich the sex ratios of the pop?
ulation did not follow the standard bias
in favor of boys. In an attempt to under?
stand these aberrant societies, I have
tried to interpret their circumstances in
the light of the Trivers-Willard model.
Indians of the 19th
The Cheyenne
a
offer
century
striking example. These
people were divided into two groups,
lower-status "war bands," led by "war
reverses the sex roles typical in southwest Asia. A
family of Pakistan
Kanjar
Figure 9. Nomadic
chiefs," and upper-status "peace bands,"
the public and private affairs of the family and provides most of the in?
Kan jarwoman
dominates
led by "peace chiefs." Peace chiefs natu?
in prostitution. A Kanjar
family may also
come?by
singing, dancing, selling toys and engaging
tended to survive longer thanwar
a
of
rally
of the greater economic value
receive a large bridewealth when
daughter ismarried. Because
a Kanjar woman toher family,thebirthof a girl ismore highlydesired thanthebirthof a boy. chiefs, they tended to have more wives,
and theirbands were generally wealth?
Kentucky.)
(Courtesy of Joseph Berland, Henderson,
ier than those of thewar chiefs. Inter?
estingly, a census from 1892 shows that
the childhood sex ratios in the peace
bands were about even, with 97 boys
forevery 100 girls,whereas the ratio in
thewar bands was about 69 boys for
every 100 girls.
In other instances where parents fa?
vor

for
in 19th-century America
10. Industrial revolution
job opportunities
provided many
sons
more
In
to
women
families.
rural
howev?
urban
valuable
than
made
them
and
areas,
young
to his family because
of the farm work he could do. The life
er, a young man was more valuable
of girls and boys during this period suggest that parents invested more effort in
expectancies
Figure

in urban areas, but directed more effort toward their sons in rural areas. Parents appear
daughters
success. Here a
to invest more
in the offspring that provides greater economic or reproductive
textile industry of New England circa 1850. (Da?
young woman works at a loom in the burgeoning
of American Textile History.)
guerreotype
courtesy of theMuseum
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their

daughters

over

their

sons,

the

Trivers-Willard model does not apply
since girls do not have better reproduc?
tive prospects than their brothers. In
such cases, it appears that in one way
or another girls are either cheaper to
raise than boys or provide more bene?
fits to their families than boys do. In
rural areas of 19th-century America,
sons were more valuable to their fami?
lies than daughters because of the im?
portant farm work they were called
upon to do. In more urban areas, in
contrast, the economic value of girls
was higher since they could get jobs in
themany new industries thatwere aris?
data suggest that
ing. Demographic
parents directed more investment to?
ward the economically more produc?
tive sex. In non-urbanized
regions,
therewere more boys than girls in the
United States between 1800 and 1860,
whereas in urbanized regions such as
New England there were more girls
than boys. The life expectancy was

The explanation for thismay lie in health, nutritional status or cognitive
higher forgirls in towns of 10,000 peo?
or
in
but
the
for
more,
system,
marriage
Mundugumor
development? Through continued re?
higher
boys
ple
towns with fewer than 10,000 people.
the exchange
of
search on the causes and consequences
which
involved
women between families and pitted fa? of sex biases in parental behavior, we
A more colorful example isprovided
should be able to determine which chil?
thers against sons for access to brides.
by theKanjar of Pakistan and northern
are likely to be at risk and how we
were
to
be
dren
India who travel from town to town
Traditionally
daughters
selling ceramic and papier-mache toys, used as currency to obtain wives for might be able to help them and their
since men
their brothers. However,
parents cope with their situation.
dancing, begging and occasionally of?
were
in
to
and
have
carnival
rides
allowed
wives,
multiple
engaging
fering
they could also use their daughters to Bibliography
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